WESTHILL AND ELRICK COMMUNITY COUNCIL MEETING ON
11/10/2018

1.

LOCAL INTEREST INFORMATION

On Friday 21 September 2018, Police attended at Westhill Academy after the school were made
aware of a pre-arranged fight between Westhill Academy pupils against Bucksburn Academy pupils.
All of these pupils were identified and spoken to and contact was made with their
parents.

Here is a summary of crimes and offences of local interest in the area since the
last Police report. (May- October)
ASSAULT
Twelve assaults have taken place between these dates, five enquires are currently still
ongoing with suspects identified, five are detected with one closed as undetected and
one incident has been concluded as no crime having occurred.

BREACH OF THE PEACE
Eight instances of offences of this nature have been recorded with one being
domestically aggravated. One has been closed as no crime with seven being
detected.
VANDALISM
Four vandalisms have been recorded with three being closed as undetected and one
with the enquiry still ongoing.
THEFT
Eighteen thefts have occurred, four detected, ten with enquiry still ongoing, two being
closed as no crime and two closed as undetected. These include theft by shoplifting,
theft of motor vehicle, theft by opening a lockfast place and theft of fuel.
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ROAD TRAFFIC ISSUES
Ten road traffic offences have been recorded with eight detected, one with enquiry still
ongoing and one closed as no crime. These included driving in excess of the permitted
speed limit, construction and use and document offences.

DRUGS
Six instances of drugs offences have been recorded with five detected and one with
enquiry still ongoing. These included possession of a controlled drug, concerned in the
supply, and production of a controlled drug.
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2.

FEEDBACK ON POLICE ACTIONS IN RESPONSE TO MATTERS RAISED AT THE PREVIOUS
MEETING

3.

DETAILS OF ACTIONS IN RESPONSE TO MATTERS RAISED AT THE PREVIOUS MEETING

4.

ONGOING LOCAL / FORCE-WIDE ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES

With evenings drawing in local communities are being encouraged to remember to
check that doors and windows of their homes, outbuildings and vehicles are secured when
not attended and during the hours of darkness.
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